But make certain your centralized control system is SIMPLE and convenient as well as dependably accurate. If too complicated, the problem of "control of the control" arises—thereby defeating efficiency! Many engineers now are interested in the METRIC-AMERICAN Air-Actuated Remote Recorder and Controller... which strikes a modern new high in simplicity. Devised originally to provide sure, complete, centralized control where operating conditions were the most difficult and hazardous. Rugged yet sensitive... for the recording and control of pressures, liquid levels, rates of flow over any distance. Special bulletin E-22 obtainable on request.
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FOR OVER 20 YEARS, W & G sales and engineering service has been covering its territory thoroughly, with an experienced personnel. Complete stocks are carried in Tulsa, Dallas and Houston for leading lines such as:


THE BRISTOL COMPANY. Bristol Gages and Thermometers.

BUFFALO METER COMPANY. Buffalo Liquid Displacement Meters.

CHAPLIN-FULTON MFG. CO. Chaplin-Fulton Regulators and Motor Valves.

CROSBY STEAM GAGE & VALVE CO. Crosby Relief Valves and Gages.

DAVIS REGULATOR CO. Davis Back Pressure Regulators and Liquid Level Controls.

S. R. DRESSER MFG. CO. Pipe Couplings, Clamps, Sleeves.

THE MERIAM COMPANY. Manometers.

RELIANCE REGULATOR CORP. House and Engine Regulators.

ROBINSON ORIFICE FITTING CO. Orifice Fittings.

WESTCOTT AND GREIS, INC. DIVISION OF AMERICAN METER COMPANY, INC.

F. H. PAYNE, President
J. H. SATTERWHITE, Manager

MAIN OFFICE: Beacon Life Building, Tulsa
Shreveport, Louisiana; Amarillo, Dallas and Houston, Texas